Appendix 3D
Sample Notes for Water Services

All notes in these sets are illustrative and require review and revision by the Engineer for each project and specific project conditions. These notes may be more appropriate on water plan sheets or on a service list sheet. Yellow highlights indicate a note to the designer.

WATER SERVICE LIST SHEETS
Unless Otherwise Noted:

1. SERVICE TRANSFERS: CONTRACTOR MUST ASSIST SPU WITH WATER SERVICE CONNECTION TRANSFERS PER STANDARD SPECIFICATION SECTION 7-15. FOR SERVICES LARGER THAN 2 INCHES, CONTRACTOR MUST SUPPLY PIPE, FITTINGS AND VALVES. FOR SERVICES 2 INCHES AND SMALLER SPU WILL PROVIDE ALL MATERIALS.

2. CONTRACTOR MUST ASSIST SPU WITH WATER SERVICE CONNECTIONS PER STANDARD SPECIFICATION SECTION 7-11.3(9)C. CONTRACTOR MUST SUPPLY AND INSTALL PIPE, FITTINGS AND VALVES FOR SERVICES GREATER THAN 2 INCHES. SPU WILL PROVIDE ALL MATERIALS FOR SERVICES 2 INCHES AND SMALLER.

WATER SERVICE NOTES
Unless Otherwise Noted:

1. ALL UNDERGROUND WATER SERVICE PIPING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY MUST BE INSPECTED PRIOR TO BACKFILLING TRENCH. FOR INFORMATION AND INSPECTION, CALL 206-684-5800.

2. WATER SERVICE TRANSFERS FROM THE EXISTING MAIN TO THE NEW MAIN WILL BE MADE BY SPU WITH CONTRACTOR ASSISTANCE.

3. ADJUSTMENT OF WATER SERVICE LOCATIONS, AS CALLED OUT ON SERVICE LIST, MUST BE MADE BY SPU WITH CONTRACTOR ASSISTANCE.

4. REPLACEMENT OF WATER METER BOXES IN DRIVING SURFACES WITH FRAMES AND COVERS HAVING INSPECTION COVERS (F&C W/IC) ARE CALLED OUT ON THE SERVICE LIST AND MUST BE PLACED BY CONTRACTOR.
5. RENEWAL OF WATER SERVICES, FROM NEW MAIN TO METER TAIL- RUN AND UNION CONNECTION, ARE CALLED OUT ON SERVICE LIST AND MUST BE PLACED BY SPU WITH CONTRACTOR ASSISTANCE.

IF NEEDED ADD THE FOLLOWING

APPLICATION FOR NEW METERED WATER SERVICE WITH ALL FEES PAID IS REQUIRED 60 TO 90 (OR LONGER IF A WATER MAIN EXTENSION OR ADDITIONAL VALVES ARE NEEDED CHECK WITH DSO) DAYS BEFORE SERVICE WILL BE AVAILABLE. OWNER WILL NEED WATER AVAILABILITY CERTIFICATE AND LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY WHEN MAKING APPLICATION. SEE HTTP://WWW.SEA.TLE.GOV/UTIL/ENGINEERING/DEVELOPMENTSERVICESOFFICE/WATERSERVICE/INDEX.HTM